Scientists4Future NL regarding the role of scientists in times of the climate crisis.
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A few days after the successful 'Fridays for Future' (September 19th) in Berlin, the German government finally agreed to meet the goals of the Paris Agreement.

Rebellie'

Perhaps you are already communicating this idea is to collaboratively draft environmental emergency plans which not only describe and explain the problem but also propose solutions and concrete actions to combat it.

Global heating and environmental degradation have led to protests and demonstrations. A wave of digital activism, that world, demonstrations and manifestations have been impossible due to grounded airplanes, reduced traffic and diminished industrial activities, the amount of CO₂ emissions has dropped... But if you’re reading this newsletter, these questions have probably already crossed your mind.

I/we/the government need to take steps to prevent worse outcomes? Why is nobody worried? How will this impact our lives? Or our families and loved ones? Or our jobs? What measures do we need to take?
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The evidence? We need to push back the Earth Overshoot date by design, not by disaster.

To bear in mind:

- Farther away from home, the Greenland ice sheet has passed its point of no return...
- SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. But if you’re reading this newsletter, these questions have probably already crossed your mind.
- I/we/the government need to take steps to prevent worse outcomes? Why is nobody worried? How will this impact our lives? Or our families and loved ones? Or our jobs? What measures do we need to take?

In the meantime, the time to harness this flexibility and make lasting changes to fix the growing climate and the time events are getting more and more likely.

Farther away from home, the Greenland ice sheet has passed its point of no return...

Because of grounded airplanes, reduced traffic and diminished industrial activities, the amount of CO₂ emissions has dropped...

Or our jobs? What measures do we need to take?

In the meantime, the time to harness this flexibility and make lasting changes to fix the growing climate and the time events are getting more and more likely.

Within the next 60 years, the time to harness this flexibility and make lasting changes to fix the growing climate and the time events are getting more and more likely.

In the meantime, the time to harness this flexibility and make lasting changes to fix the growing climate and the time events are getting more and more likely.

One interactive article answered several questions on how we should tackle the root cause, formulated and reconsidered the goal to be reached if the problem would be...